The

Best TiO2-packing ever.
Sustainable and
easy to handle.

KRONOBag 2.0

				

– the prime bag. 			

The KRONOBag is a new innovative Big Bag
for packaging titanium dioxide. Designed and
developed by KRONOS to fulfil customers'
needs.
The versatility of the bag, combined with its technical features, its easy handling and its contribution
in terms of safety, will deliver various benefits to our
customers:

 Premium quality packaging
 Easy handling
 Sustainability

Sustainable. Reusable. Easy to handle.

 Multi-filament loop-in-loop system

 Rectangular bag with reinforced corners

 Sustainable packaging

Easy to handle - Great flexibility Excellent processing

Extra stability on pallet

Reusability - Recycling
A trip counter will be printed
on the back of the Producer
Label of our new FIBC.

The loop-in-loop design offers the flexibility to process the bag in various emptying devices that may
require different heights.

We offer a free collection service
for our “multi-trip” KRONOBag.

The KRONOBag is equipped with 4 corner loops
made of particularly soft, multi-filament material.
The loops display excellent stability, offer maximum
safety (6-1) and combine that with great processing
flexibility.

 Bottom flap fixed by Velcro® tape
Easy to open
The bottom flap, which protects the emptying spout
and ensures easy opening of our KRONOBag, is
fixed by a Velcro® strip. The flap protects the opening
system and avoids contamination.



Smooth, dustproof seams & umbrella
stitching technology
Excellent dustproofness
The KRONOBag was designed with premium dustproof properties and specific stitching technologies
in the most critical areas, such as the top deck /
body stitching. This delivers maximum leakproofness and offers excellent primary protection.



The bag design includes a new corner stabiliser.
As a result, safer transport is achieved as well as an
increased stacking height (depending on the product
up to three pallets high).

Premium fabric & design

Excellent appearance and quality
The KRONOBag offers premium PP fabric to the
latest technological standard.



Opening instructions

Flared emptying spout

Easy, fast opening
Product flow and output are maximised,
due to the oval, flared emptying spout.



Easy opening system

Easy handling and workplace safety
Opening Instructions displayed (in pictures)
on the KRONOBag

Pull the overlapping fabric to open the Velcro® at the
left side of the FIBC. The bottom flap will open to the
right side.

By opening the bottom flap, a black and a red tie will
show up.
IMPORTANT:
FIRST pull the BLACK tie to open the safety knot
and unlock the B-Lock. THEN pull the RED tie to
open the B-Lock.
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www.kronostio2.com

This is the link to
www.kronobag.com

The information in this publication is, to the best of our knowledge, true and accurate, but since the conditions of use are beyond our control, no warranty is
given or to be implied in respect of such information. In every case, caution must be exercised to avoid violation or infringement of statutory obligations and
any rights belonging to a third party. We are, at all times, willing to study customers’ specific outlets involving our products in order to enable their most
effective use.
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